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What Holds Mankind Back from Confronting the Forces Determined to Destroy It?

By Julian Rose, October 23, 2023

Given that world events are politically and economically manipulated to give ever greater
power to ever fewer institutions and those who run them, ‘enemies of the people’ are easily

identified. However, the difference between a 21st century enemy and an enemy of previous

eras, is that the 21st century version uses advanced psychological manipulation as the main
weapon of an increasingly virtual armoury.

Justifying Collective Punishment: Israel’s Assault on Gaza

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, October 24, 2023

For  anyone  concerned  about  the  moderating  restraint  international  law  is  meant  to  offer,
especially  when it  comes to  the use of  force by states,  Israel’s  approach against  the
imprisoned populace of Gaza is bound to cause profound despair and lingering disgust.

October 5, 2000: The Overthrow of Slobodan Milosevic. Serbia’s Day of Infamy

By Stephen Karganovic, October 23, 2023

Serbia has not  recovered to this  day from the destructive consequences of  that  color
revolution,  orchestrated  and  financed  by  Western  intelligence  agencies  which  used  their
Otpor  hirelings  as  a  battering  ram  and  field  agents.

Wiping  Palestinians  Off  the  Map  Is  Prepping  for  Armageddon:  Netanyahu’s  False  Flag
Exposed
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By Joachim Hagopian, October 23, 2023

This  bogus  pretense  that  Israel  conspicuously  left  its  border  totally  unguarded  and
unattended for so many hours after such a serious security breach is impossible, unless of
course  it  was  done  on  purpose.  This  exact  same  conclusion  has  increasingly  been
corroborated by multiple intel sources as well as former IDF soldiers.

Biden’s  Dangerous  World  War  III  Innuendo,  Aims  to  Maintain  the  Military-Industrial
Complex’s Profits

By Andrew Korybko, October 23, 2023

Biden’s second presidential address last Thursday strongly implied that World War III  is
either rapidly approaching or is already being fought but has yet to be acknowledged. He
pushed this innuendo through his comparison of the NATO-Russian proxy war in Ukraine
with the latest Israeli–Hamas war, which he spun as part of a global struggle between
democracies and dictatorships.

Western Universities Sold Their Souls During an Engineered COVID Pandemic

By Prof. Bill Willers, October 23, 2023

Think back to October of 2019 when there was a “simulation” of a global corona pandemic
that was a ‘chapter and verse’ prediction of the real Covid-19 Pandemic declared only 20
weeks  later.  It  was  called  Event  201,  and  it  resulted  in  an  agreement  among  the
representatives  who  had  come  from  all  sectors  society:  Craft  a  narrative  for  the
governmental / industrial / media complex to hammer society with, stick to it and ignore or
attack any assessment not in line with the agreed-upon story line. 

Renewed Farmer Agitation in India Amid Brutal Crackdown on Press Freedom

By Colin Todhunter, October 23, 2023

The BJP-led government in India is seeking to extract revenge for the humiliating defeat it
suffered at  the hands of  farmers whose one-year  agitation led to the repeal  of  three farm
laws in late 2021.  

Turbo Cancer in Children: Ages 10-19: Sarcoma Link to Pfizer COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine

By Dr. William Makis, October 23, 2023
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12 year old Brookelle McMullin is a 6th grader in Queensbury Middle School, who was just
diagnosed with Stage 4 Rhabdomyosarcoma after biopsy of a swollen node in her neck.

Biden Will Not Escape History’s Judgement for Failure to Stop Gaza Assault. Ralph Nader

By Ralph Nader, October 23, 2023

Biden is skilled at shedding tears at memorials of grief in this country. But he runs dry when
the recurring catastrophes befalling Palestinians beg for his presidential compassion and
actual deeds.

Israel’s Culture of Deceit. Chris Hedges

By Chris Hedges, October 23, 2023

Israel was founded on lies. The lie that Palestinian land was largely unoccupied. The lie that
750,000 Palestinians fled their  homes and villages during their  ethnic  cleansing by Zionist
militias in 1948 because they were told to do so by Arab leaders. The lie that it was Arab
armies that started the 1948 war that saw Israel seize 78 percent of historic Palestine.
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